NES – Nutri Energetics System
Nutri-Energetics Systems® (NES) is at the forefront of independent research into the human body-field - the
energy and information field of the human body. In the NES scientific model, the body is a combination of
physical, chemical, emotional, mental, energetic and memory aspects, all of which are governed by the human
body-field (HBF), which acts as a master control mechanism.
Our revolutionary research is beginning to reveal the structure and workings of the human body-field. We have
engineered groundbreaking technology for analyzing the human body-field. The NES Professional software®
and Infoceuticals® allow us not only to assist with the state of health but also to influence problems that we
may find with it.
Thousands of healthcare professionals and practitioners across the globe are using NES to compliment their
main therapies. They report significant success in helping people to maintain and achieve a greater level of
well-being.
Try NES for yourself today and start feeling the benefits! Find a NES practitioner
Web: www.rabs-medtec.de E-Mail: stegmaier@neshealth.com
Fon: +49 07071-943594 Fax: +49 07071-943595 Sales & Support Europa, Germany ,Switzerland
Our overall well-being depends on bio-chemistry and on the complex physiology of the body. Bioenergetics
research suggests that underneath the layers of our physical body is a human body-field (a complex, structured
network of information and energy). The human body-field appears to serve as a master control mechanism for
physiology. Distortions in the human body-field may cause disruptions in the information flow to the body.
Eventually, because of the confused messages the body receives, these distortions may relate to certain health
issues and the manifestation of certain symptoms or ailments.
Restoring Integrity to the human body-field
The human body-field can get distorted which is when we "feel under the weather" or "run down". Body-field
distortions detected by NES Professional software® are addressed using NES Infoceuticals® (liquid drops
containing energetically encoded micronutrients that provides the information the body needs).
NES Infoceuticals® come in dropper bottles that are simple to use. You just simply dispense the required
number of drops into a glass of water and drink it! They are extremely versatile and do not interfere with any
herbs, vitamins, supplements or pharmaceuticals you may already be taking.
Thousands of people across the globe are benefitting from NES, using it alone or as part of their
preventitive or ongoing health program. NES works well with all other complementary therapies and
also with allopathic medicine. Clients report relief and improvements across the board, including
in*:

•

Emotional resiliency:
-

•

Increased vitality and energy:
-

•

The ability to stay positive
Cope better with stress and life challenges
Enhanced even-temperedness
Ability to "go with the flow" or relax in certain situations
Greater optimism and enthusiam

More stamina
Improved sleep
Sharper mental focus
Increased drive and motivation

Physical or emotional issues:
- Relief from or improvements to physical or emotional issues

* Anecdotal reports and testimonials from NES clients and practitioners. Independent studies and blind clinical trials of NES are in
progress. A recent university pilot study confirms an increase in emotional resiliency and coping mechanisms through the use of the
NES Infoceuticals in cases of long-term, chronic stress in the study population.

The Nutri-Energetics Program:
The NES Scan
The NES program starts with a body-field assessment, which involves simply resting your hand on a palmsized scanner device for a few seconds. Frontier research suggests that the human body-field (HBF) is
responsible for regulating and integrating the physical, chemical, mental, emotional, energetic and memory
aspects of the physical body. Our theory, and that of other pioneering researchers, indicates that physical or
emotional problems within the body commence from the information and energy of your body-field. Correcting
issues within your body-field may enhance your body's own natural maintenance, repair and self-healing
capabilities.
The NES scan is, in effect, probing your body-field and monitoring the quality of its responses, at a quantum
level, and then prioritizing the results. NES research and theory reveals that if your body-field is not responding
well, then it is not properly working to regulate the energy and information flow your body needs to do its job
of keeping you healthy and well. The NES scan reveals more than 145 body-field parameters, identifying
reduced energy levels and disturbed information pathways that correlate to just about everything that is
important in physiology. It also recommends 'Infoceuticals' that can help restore the information necessary to
return your body-field to it's natural functioning.
The Infoceuticals
The next part of the NES program is to take the Infoceuticals. These are unique liquid preparations that you
take as drops in water, according to a protocol that your NES practitioner will explain to you. Each kind of
Infoceutical is specially formulated and encoded with information correlated to specific aspects of the bodyfield. NES conducted decades of research to determine the data sets for each Infoceutical and develop the
technology to encode this information into the Infoceuticals, so the Infoceuticals are like nothing else available.
They are fully compatible with herbs, supplements, pharmaceuticals or other remedies you may be taking.

NES can be used:

•
•
•

By itself, to address body-field issues concerning physical, emotional and mental states
As part of your ongoing daily, health and exercise program
To enhance other complementary health therapies

The complete NES program works at a deep, holistic level, correlating the state of your body-field with your
body’s own innate self-healing intelligence. NES provides a natural and noninvasive way to foster positive
changes in the state of your overall well-being.
As with any complementary/holistic therapy, the time it takes to experience improvements depends on many
factors, including the severity of your problems, your outlook and beliefs, your environment and your personal
situation. Most clients report improvements fairly quickly, although for those with chronic problems, it may take
a little longer.
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